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M ASTER’S MESSAGE

My fellow Liverymen
A good friend of mine who is a dentist once told me
that he loved November as it was one of his busiest
and most profitable months. When I asked why he
simply replied “Apples”! While I enjoy a good apple,
and remembering the saying “An apple a day keeps
the doctor away” I still could not see the connection
with dentistry so asked him to explain. Firstly, he told
me, is that you have Halloween (Snap Apples, Apple
bobbing et al) which causes some “dental failures”,
then you have Firework night …. and toffee apples
which he described as “Dentist’s Delight”. I am not
quite sure how he is going to fare this year because
although there has been an excellent apple harvest;
it seems Snap Apple / Bobbing for Apples family
parties / gatherings are very much curtailed, along
with all firework parties and the obligatory toffee
apples so maybe the dental sector will join the long
list of organisations who are struggling due to the
pandemic.

October 2020
Clearly the Christmas festivities are also under threat,
but the Clerk is looking at possible “virtual” options to
try and bring us together for at least some form of
seasonal event. While the summer lockdown was
manageable this cursed pandemic is beginning to
attack the very fabric of our social lives and while I
realise that we cannot hold some of the normal
traditions I am sure that many will return next year
although it is difficult to know exactly what traditions
will be lost ……. hopefully not too many.
The traditions within Livery have lasted, in many
cases, for over 800 years and I know that we will
survive albeit maybe in some slightly different ways.
One example has been the use of virtual technology
and I was delighted to host our own version of
“Talking Heads” with our founder Master, Captain Sir
Norman Lloyd Edwards as our guest speaker. From
the feedback it is clear that those who listened in
thoroughly enjoyed the event, and in thanking Sir
Norman for setting such a high standard, I am
pleased to announce that other Liverymen have
agreed (been coerced?) into supporting further such
events. Please look out for calling notices.
One area where we are trying to maintain “business
as usual” is the giving of Awards. While there is a
report elsewhere in this bulletin we do have a
challenge in that we are not able to hold fund-raising
events to help finance this programme but are having
to reply on our reserves as well as the regular givers.
The regular givers scheme is a tax efficient system
where every pound donated by tax givers generates
an additional 25p donation from the tax man. If you
are not a regular giver I would ask that you please
consider becoming one, or, if you prefer, you are very
welcome to make a one off donation and we will
recover the 25% gift aid, with all such monies going
directly into awards.
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When I talk to Liverymen, as with many other friends,
we are beginning to struggle to talk about things that
we have done, simply because we have stopped
doing much of what we enjoy and used to do;
common topics now seem to be about the latest Covid
statistics and lockdown measures, the weather and
even the US Presidential Election! Hopefully the
articles in this bulletin will keep you up to date on other
matters and provide you some refreshing news about
what is going on around us and so I shall leave it to
others to update you.
In writing I would like to welcome the Lord Lieutenants
of Gwent, Brig Robert Aitken CBE, CStJ. and Mid
Glamorgan, Professor Peter Vaughan QPM, CStJ,
who have accepted the invitation to join the company
as Honorary Liverymen. Gentlemen, You are very
welcome.

Finally, I have some breaking news, albeit only those
of a certain age may realise the significance of this: There has been a fight in the biscuit tin
Evidently a lad called Rocky hit a Penguin over the
head with a Club, tied him to a Wagon Wheel with a
Blue Ribbon and then made his Breakaway in a Taxi
Police say that Rocky was last seen just After Eight
with a Ginger Nut, known to the police as Rich T
“Fingers”.
They didn’t leave a crumb of evidence so it’s likely the
Jammie Dodgers got away with it and fled, maybe to
Maryland or more probably to Nice or to Garibaldi.
While we may not all enjoy November all I would say
is please stay safe, beware of apples, and enjoy the
serious articles that follow!

Following my last letter, I have been asked if I have
any more “helpful one-liners” and have but just a few
more ….

Yours in Livery

•
•

TALKING HEADS – CAPTAIN SIR NORMAN
LLOYD-EDWARDS KCVO GCSTJ, RD* RNR

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wagner’s music is not as bad as it sounds!
Accept that some days you are the pigeon, and
some days you are the statue
Never marry for money; you can usually borrow
cheaper
It’s better to give than it is to lend, and it costs
about the same
Always keep your words soft and sweet just in
case you have to eat them later
Choose a job you love, and you will never have to
work a day in your life.
Never mistake activity for action
Make everyday decisions from the head but major
decisions from the heart

Please don’t forget your opportunity to win a “Bottle of
Bubbly”. Simply take up to three photos on the
theme of “The Colours of Autumn”, email them to
me and I will arrange for independent judges to
decide on a winner. The closing date will be
Friday12th November and the winning prize will
be a bottle of champagne, with the best photo
being printed, framed and offered as a prize at a
future fund-raising event. The other rules are that
they must be in a digital format, up to three entries
per Liverymen please.

Peter Coleman, Master

On the 1st of October we were privileged to share a
wonderful evening with Captain Sir Norman LloydEdwards, our Founder Master. This was the first of
our “Talking Heads” evenings and we got off to a
wonderful start. The Master, Mr Peter Coleman
posed a series of questions to Sir Norman about his
fascinating life. The first question was “How have you
found
the
time
for
all
your
wonderful
achievements?” The humorous response was “Not
being married and not participating in sport
(swimming apart) has allowed me to indulge my own
interests!”
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The Master then touched on the vital role that Sir
Norman had played in establishing the Livery Guild
(as it was then titled) from an initial meeting in 1990.
Sir Norman explained the thinking and planning that
led to him presiding over the first Court meeting, as
Founder Master, in 1993. He also highlighted the
importance of the part played by our Clerk Emeritus,
David Townsley-Hughes, as a mentor and planner.
The discussion then turned to early career choices.
Sir Norman’s favourites subjects at ‘A’ level were
languages although he also loved drama and wanted
to go on the stage. However, he was persuaded that
this was a precarious choice so opted to study Law at
Bristol. Having successfully completed his degree,
the law firm he joined decided to open a Cardiff
Branch giving him an opportunity to move back to
Wales. As the client base changed, to include work
for the Admiralty, he became a Notary Public,
being responsible for the authentication of documents
that are required for use in foreign countries. Later he
became Senior Partner and Consultant with
Cartwrights, Adams & Black in Cardiff and was
President of Cardiff Law Society from 1995-1996.
Sir Norman had joined the RNVR in 1951 whilst at
University, so he spent his National service in the
Royal Navy. He described how he arrived at Chatham
Barracks in 1958 to find all the flags flying. “What a
welcome” he thought, only to discover it was in
honour of Nelson’s 200th Birthday! The Master, with
his great interest in naval matters, then asked about
the appointments that followed including Captain of
HMS Cambria in 1982 and Naval ADC to HM The
Queen, Elisabeth II, in 1984. We heard next about Sir
Norman’s role as Lord Mayor of Cardiff in 1985/86.
He spoke with great affection about the Mansion
House and his staff there. He felt that tax 'rule change'
that made this a ‘gift in kind’ was regrettable as it had
been of great benefit to him in carrying out his work.
His key task was to attract investment to Cardiff and
so he travelled extensively including to South West
China via Hong Kong. An initial request to visit the
Governor of Hong Kong was turned down. So, a
message was sent to the effect that “This request was
from the Lord Mayor of Cardiff “. This led to a
wonderful welcome from the Governor, Sir Edward
Youde, who had been born and brought up in
Penarth!

In 1990 Sir Norman became Lord Lieutenant of South
Glamorgan, holding the post until his 75th birthday in
2008. He paid tribute to his predecessor, Sir Cennyd
Traherne, whom he felt had trained him for the role
through tasks such as the Presidency of the South
Glamorgan Scouts, The Master asked what the role
of Lord Lieutenant entailed and if there had been any
particular highlights. We heard about the charitable
and formal aspects of the role and about the
organisation of Royal visits. These involved huge
attention to detail including making “dummy runs”.
One of these caused some confusion with all cars
accidentally going several times around Cardiff’s
‘magic roundabout’. This led Chief Superintendent
Bob Evans to remark “it’s not that interesting – once
would have been enough”
A visit by Princess Diana to Penarth involved shaking
hands with newly elected dignitaries - all of whom
were women. One by one they curtseyed to the
Princess, At the tail end of the presented party was
the Town Clerk, a man, but he felt he should follow
the example of the ladies ahead of him and also
curtsied. This threw Sir Norman off his stride; so
much so that he forgot Sir Geoffrey Inkin's name,
although he had known him for years.
Princess Diana was keen that her sons knew about
Wales. A private visit saw Sir Norman accompany the
three of them to the new Techniquest science and
discovery centre in the Bay and to St Fagan’s
museum. A very dark fourteenth century farmhouse
there, led six-year-old Harry to seek Sir Norman's
reassuring hand. A very special pair of cufflinks were
presented as a ‘thank you’ and Sir Norman recalled
wearing these at Princess Diana’s funeral. When
arranging for the Queen to visit Cardiff, he knew that
King George V had opened the National Museum in
!929 so arranged for his granddaughter, the Queen to
open the new wing of the Museum. Many other
interesting events were schedules and so her visit
was extended to two full days in Cardiff. At the end of
this very successful visit, Sir Norman remembers
waiting for the royal train to pull out of the station. The
Queen unexpectedly returned to wave, so he was
very glad that he had remained until the train
departed!
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The Master drew the session to a close mentioning
Sir Norman’s huge range of Charity Work, both at
home and abroad. He then called upon the Senior
Warden, Dr Kathy Seddon to propose a heartfelt vote
of thanks. We concluded this wonderful
evening, enjoyed by all, with a “Toast to Liverymen”.

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE UPDATE
WLCOW BILINGUAL WEBSITE GOES LIVE!

website. In order to do this a small Welsh Speaking
Group ( WSG) is being set up and three volunteers
have agreed to join this group, Eurwen Hulmston ( in
case the name rings a bell, Eurwen’s husband was
the former Chair of PRC, Liveryman Noel),Margaret
Davies and Edwina Morris-Jones and Dr. Claude
Evans has also agreed to assist, DIOLCH to all of you
and very much appreciated!
To access the Welsh version of the Company’s
website, simply go to the Homepage and click on to
the “Cymraeg”

button at the top right.

Our website today has had a great ‘face-lift’ and is
more relevant, current and easier to navigate – take
the time to look at it and if you have any comments
please feed these back to Henry Gilbert, PRC
Secretary.

FIRST EVER VIRTUAL AWARDS
PRESENTATION

Proud to be flying the Welsh flag with the launch
of the Welsh language version of our website
In the last issue of the WLB, the Chair indicated that
she was exploring the best way of resurrecting the
topic of a bilingual website with consideration to
balancing desired high standards with low cost and
the available resource.

The show must go on!

The Chair translated the static sections of the website
through the Google translator and thereafter enlisted
the help of Welsh speaking Liveryman Margaret
Davies who proof read the accuracy of translation and
made appropriate amendments. Margaret enlisted
the assistance of fellow Welsh speaker Edwina
Morris-Jones from the North Wales Group and the
Chair is ever so grateful to the both of them for their
assistance. Court approved the proposal to proceed
with the launch of the bilingual side of the website and
we have now gone live !!

Life, as we once knew it, can appear at times to be
‘suspended’ as a result of all the coronavirus
restrictions – especially as we enter our second
national lockdown.

The Chair also wishes to thank Liveryman Dr. Claude
Evans who initially tested the accuracy of the Goggle
translation which gave the Chair and the PRC the
opportunity to proceed with a bilingual site in a cost
effective way. Thanks also to Court Assistant Bob
Reid for his contributions in translating the Menu of
the website. As agreed, we have just translated the
static sites of the website and the next step would be
to translate selected non static sections of the

The Travel Awards Team, Court Assistant Andrew
Board and PRC Chair Agnes Xavier Phillips with the
Senior Warden Dr Kathy Seddon and Court Assistant
Keith Shankland proposed to the Chair of the Awards
Committee Windsor Coles and the Master Peter
Coleman that we should hold our first Virtual
Awards presentation for the winners of the
Journalism, Engineering and Innovation Awards
2020.

But now, more than ever, it is essential that we
continue to recognise the achievements around us.
Recognition is a powerful way for our society to
continue forward, even when it feels like it’s at a
standstill.
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This collaboration resulted in Award Winners
Chelsea Davies (Journalism), Daniel Lewis
(Innovation) and David Williams (Engineering)
being presented (virtually) with their awards by the
Master on Saturday 17th October 2020. They were
introduced by the Senior Warden and each Awardee
gave an excellent presentation about their project.
To give it the gravitas and recognition that it deserved,
the Master Peter Coleman, Chair of Awards
Windsor Coles, Immediate Past Master, Geoff
Hughes, Junior Warden Stuart Castledine, Court
Assistant Andrew Board, Chair of PRC Agnes
Xavier-Phillips, Chair of Charitable Events Simon
Holt and the Clerk Christopher Dale all agreed to
attend wearing robes and regalia.

WLCOW LAUNCHES

Despite the world being on hold and all face-face
events cancelled, the PR Committee has made great
progress with virtual platforms to connect Liverymen
and others with the Livery. Following the successful
update of the WLCoW website
https://www.liverycompanywales.cymru and with the
Court’s approval, the social media platforms Twitter,
Facebook and LinkedIn have been launched to
connect people to the website and to engage with
Liverymen for a trial period of 4 months.
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn are additional ways
of keeping us all up-to-date with what is happening
at WLCoW. It is a great opportunity for Liverymen
and other supporters of our cause to be even more
involved which is more important than ever in these
extraordinarily times. The links to the Livery’s
Facebook and Twitter pages are,
https://www.facebook.com/The-Worshipful-LiveryCompany-of-Wales113039997239972/?view_public_for=113039997239
972 and https://twitter.com/LiveryCoWales

With approval from the Award Winners, the event has
also been celebrated on the Livery’s newly launched
social media sites namely Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn.
Representatives from Cardiff and Metropolitan
University expressed their delight with the event and
thanked WLCOW for the support and recognition
given to their Students. They too have posted the
event on their social media sites giving further
publicity for WLCOW.

The initial aim of the social media is to elicit interest
for the Gold,Silver and Travel Awards from
appropriate candidates. As already mentioned, our
three Travel Award winners who attended our
inaugural virtual Awards presentation were the first
to be included on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
which showcased that even in the absence of a face
to face presentation, the Livery can still celebrate the
talented young people of Wales!
Talking about Social Media platforms, here’s the
Master’s take on it.

All present spoke encouragingly about what was
essentially a trial run; and Simon Holt, Chair of the
Charitable Events Committee, agreed that this virtual
delivery mode could be further developed as a wider
event in 2021 ……. so watch this space!
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For those of my (a certain) generation, who do not /
cannot comprehend why Facebook exists, might like
to know that I am trying to make friends outside of
Facebook while trying to embrace the same
principles.
Therefore, every day I walk down to the town and tell
passers-by what I have eaten, how I feel at the
moment, what I did last night (sometimes in full
technicolour) and what I plan to do later and with
whom. I give them pictures of my family, my dog and
me gardening, taking things apart while in my garage,
my dog, and of me gardening and mowing and
watering , standing in front of landmarks, driving
around town, having meals, and generally doing what
anybody and everybody does every day. I also listen
in to their conversations, give them a “thumbs up” and
tell them that I like” them.
It all seems to be working as I already have four
following me …….. 2 police officers, a private
investigator and a psychiatrist.
Agnes Xavier-Phillips JP DL
Chair - Public Relations Committee

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE

all parts of Wales as well as from Welsh people living
outside Wales but within the UK. Novel ways of
attracting new members will be investigated.
Retention of our existing Livery men is important and
to address this Past Master Ron Eccles has agreed
to act as our Almoner looking after the wellbeing of
Liverymen especially in these anxious times. Prof
Eccles will work with the Chaplain the Rev’d Sarah
Jones. Ways of encouraging existing Liverymen to
participate in events and also to make existing and
new members feel that they have important
contributions to make to the WLCoW will be
investigated. We also need to involve our existing
Liverymen in WLCoW events although for the
foreseeable future these will need to be online events
such as the Talking Heads initiative. Any ideas for
such activities would be gratefully received and could
be sent to the Clerk at
clerk@liverycompanywales.cymru.
We are very fortunate to have recruited a first-class
team to serve on the new committee. The
photograph taken from the Zoom team during the
meeting shows who will be working on these new
initiatives.
Rosemary Solbé FRSB
Chair - Membership Committee

AWARDS COMMITTEE
The Company is now at the half year point of the
Livery year 1st April 1 2020 to 31st March. The first
half year was influenced by the restrictions imposed
upon all parts of the Welsh economy to reduce the
spread of infection from the corona virus and the
resulting condition Covid 19. The restrictions have
limited the opportunities to grant awards, particularly
the Travel Scholarships which account for some 45%
of the awards budget.

The first meeting of the new Membership Committee
took place by Zoom on Friday 2nd October. The new
committee will investigate new classes of
membership and these will include Corporate
Membership and Overseas Membership; these were
outlined by the chair of the Charities Committee in the
last Bulletin. New members will also be sought from

The hard working Awards Committee members are
adapting to the restrictions imposed by prevailing
conditions by ensuring the awards are being made,
we are working to meet the our object of “Nurturing
Welsh talent”. Saturday 17 October saw the first
virtual award ceremony when 3 Travel Scholarships
each of £1000 were presented to Mr David Williams
(Engineering) to travel to Canada, Daniel Lewis
(Innovation / Architecture) to travel to Venice and Ms
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Chelsea Davies (Journalism) to research tourism in
Wales. The Master Mr Peter Coleman expressed his
thanks to the members of the Awards Committee for
their commitment and hard work and to the Senior
Warden for organising this innovative and enjoyable
presentation.
In my last article, I stated that the amount of funds
available for awards in 2020-2021 were likely to be
lower than that made available in earlier years as a
consequence of the down turn in investment income
of the Trust fund and the cessation of Company
events. I am pleased to state that the funds made
available by the Trustees of the Welsh Livery Guild
Charitable Trust to the Company for the awards
programme exceeded the monies spent to 2019 –
2020 and will be in excess of £40,000.
A substantial number of other awards have already
been made by the Awards and the North Wales
Committees, all members work hard to ensure the
Company awards programme is delivered effectively
for the benefit of the young people of Wales. We
would welcome any Liveryman who wishes to join the
Awards Committee, or to lend support by assisting in
the awards process, it is a very rewarding experience.

Despite being online, spending time together again
offered a semblance of normality. Members of the
YPC updated the group on their projects and careers.
Many of this particular grouping of the YPC are
working in the university sector so their work revolves
around lecturing and research projects. It was evident
that with the new term kicking off in September the
young lecturers in Wales are a little nervous, but
embracing the challenge of delivering engaging
academic content online. The next generation of
students coming into universities for the first time
have felt the impact of their lives being put on hold.
Academic members of the YPC feel duty bound to
support them.
Ongoing research projects that we discussed
included Covid-19 research, plastic moulding for the
automobile industry, advanced biomechanical
modelling for healthcare, and textile futures. The next
meeting will be on the first Thursday of December. If
any young award winners wish to get involved they
can email wlcowypc@gmail.com.
Joshua Williams
Chair – Young Person's Community

PHILIP KITCHEN - OUR NEW TREASURER
If anyone wishes to participate, please contact the
Awards Secretary, Mr Christopher Dale JP at
awards@liverycompanywales.cymru or the
Chairman Windsor Coles OBE at
windsor@colesassociates.co.uk
Windsor Coles OBE CEng FIET
Chair - Awards Committee

YOUNG PERSONS COMMUNITY UPDATE
-FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH MENTORSHIP -

I am honoured to have been accepted into the
Worshipful Livery Company of Wales and I look
forward to my role as Treasurer. I trust that I am an
able follower of Stuart Castledine who will now be
able to focus his attention more fully on other aspects
of the Livery Company.

The Young Person’s Community managed to meet
in their regular quarterly Thursday slot at the
beginning of September for peer mentoring.

I have been asked to provide some biographical notes
about myself. I was born in Warwickshire but grew up
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mainly in south-east England. Where I attended
Farnborough Grammar School before going to
University in Southampton to study Accountancy. I
recall a friend teasing that I must have muttered debit
and credit from the cradle! However, in fact, the
interest that supported me through the hard graft of
qualifying was interest in the wide variety of people I
worked with and for.
I finished my qualification with Mann Judd in London
where I memorably was sent to a company where the
bookkeeper, the owner’s daughter, had written down
all payment and receipt transactions for the year in a
single, undifferentiated, column. I moved to Coopers
& Lybrand where I worked for a number of years in
external audit before eventually transferring to work
as internal auditor for large multinational US
company. Here I led a fraud investigation at their
Amsterdam office. The culprit was a sweet elderly
widow who not only assisted the Company’s office
manager redecorate his house to a high standard but
also ran a lucrative VAT fraud scheme for a variety of
brothels and herself. A charming person when talking
about things other than bookkeeping but adamant
that her scams were a perfectly legitimate quid pro
quo for the work she did.
The range of my work was expanding to include
financial investigation, spending up to 80% of my time
abroad. Much of this was painstaking, detailed
trawling through paperwork. I do though recall one
credit controller in Sicily who arrived dressed in the
best Italian linen suit with a couple of large assistants.
He ran through the debt collection process at his bank
and then finished with a verbal flourish ‘… if all that
fails then … this is Sicily after all!’. I have to add he
did smile at that point.
However, the relentless travel was not without
personal cost and I moved into reinsurance as Chief
Accountant for a large European reinsurance
company based in London. Sadly, this was too late
to save my marriage and this experience led me to reevaluate my life. I moved to take up a post as Director
of Finance at the World Community for Christian
Meditation – taking this post was a little unusual in
that one of the interviewers for the post was General
Counsel for the IMF, and another a Benedictine
monk. During my time in this role I recall with pleasure
dining with an American philanthropist and Senior

Investment Banker with Blackstone in his home in
Cheyne Walk. Listening to him describe the way in
which he deployed his talents and money for business
and philanthropy confirmed for me I was on a more
satisfying path.
My personal life was transformed when I met a BBC
producer, Jan Leathes. We decided I would take early
retirement we planned a busy and active life in her
home country of Wales and moved to Llanyre in
Powys. Sadly, she died within six months of our
move. I was devastated but determined not to move
back to London and remained in Llanyre for two
years. I gradually realised that I had to keep my mind
occupied and began work again moving to a Finance
Director post with the Welsh Centre for International
Affairs in Cardiff.
Following this move to Cardiff I was introduced by a
friend of my late partner to Francesca Dawson, a Scot
who runs a small Case Management company. We
married nearly two years ago and in March of this
year I retired for a second time. Interestingly, it is
through Francesca that I made the connections that
have now resulted in my induction to the Livery
Company.
Beyond the Livery Company I still do a little work on
a selective basis to ‘keep my eye in’. I remain involved
with contemplative Christianity through membership
of the Lay Cistercians of Caldey and my continuing
connection with the World Community for Christian
Meditation.
I have a keen interest in photography and, prior to
lockdown, Francesca and I had a full programme of
travel planned. Hopefully, we will be able to resume
those plans sometime soon.
I look forward to joining in and contributing to the work
of the Worshipful Livery Company of Wales and to
meeting many more of the Liverymen as time and
pandemic allows.
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DYFRIG MORGAN JAMES – NEWLY
APPOINTED TRUSTEE

Dyfrig was born and grew up on the family farm in
LLangadog, West Wales and attended Llandovery
College. He is an Honours graduate in Geology from
Queen Mary College, London University, a Chartered
Geologist and Fellows of The Geological Society,
Institute of Quarrying and Institute of Welsh Affairs.
He received further business training at London
Business School and IMD in Lausanne.
He began his career in Local Government and in 1982
joined the National Freight Corporation and was part
of the management and employee buy out from the
Government. he held a number of senior
management positions in distribution, waste
management and minerals businesses with
assignments in Chicago, Hong Kong and Prague.
After a successful flotation of NFC he joined Redland
PLC in 1994 who were later acquired by Lafarge SA,
a global building materials business. He was CEO of
Lafarge Aggregates UK for 6 years before becoming
responsible for Lafarge’s €5 Billion Northern and
Central European business with operations from
Russia to Ireland. Latterly he was Chairman of
Lafarge UK before it merged with Tarmac when he
became a Non Executive Director.
He now sits on the boards of a number construction
companies in a Non Executive capacity, and Trustee
of £3.8 Billion pension scheme as well as running his
own company which undertakes mentoring and
consultancy work.
He was a keen member of Round Table becoming its
National President in 1993/94. He is a fluent Welsh
speaker and sufficient French to negotiate his annual
salary.

He joined The Worshipful Livery Company of Wales
in early 2019 having been a liveryman for 16 years
with The Worshipful Company of Paviors and its
Master in 2018/19. He was a Trustee of The Paviors
Charity for 10 years and its Chairman for 4 years, a
charity which distributes over £100K per annum. The
London Construction Academy focuses on
underprivileged 16 to 20 year olds and/or NEET’s
giving them training and work experience in
construction. Over 70% of attendees have been given
work experience and over 30% have been given full
time employment. This charity was set up by The
Paviors Livery and he was one of the founders.
He now lives in Hertfordshire with his wife Glesni and
they also spend increasing amount of time in their
other two homes in New Quay, West Wales and
Provence in South of France. They have two sons,
Rhodri who is also a Pavior and Huw who lives in
Melbourne, Australia.
His hobbies include watching rugby, being a keen
Scarlets supporter, cricket, walking his beagle along
the welsh coastline, fly fishing, travelling and of
course drinking fine wines.

TALKING HEADS
Thursday 19th November 2020 at 7:30pm

Immediate Past Master Geoff Hughes, MBA, MEd,
BA, Cert.Ed. Former Governor of HM Prisons
Belmarsh, Cardiff and Drake Hall in conversation with
Court Assistant Andrew Board, FRSA. Former chair
RSA Wales and project director BT. VLV Trustee.
Please send an expression of interest to the Assistant
Clerk to receive full joining instructions
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WEDDING CELEBRATIONS

* Due to an overwhelming amount of materials to
include in this issue of the WLB, the Editorial
Team acting on a suggestion has introduced a
Supplement featuring Awards Winners. This is a
trial so please feed your comments to the
Editorial Team.*

EDITORIAL TEAM
If you have any articles you wish to be included in
future editions of the WLB please contact Agnes
Xavier-Phillips (PRC Chair) and Angela Parry MBE
(Assistant Clerk) who compile the WLB based on
contributions/ articles received.
Happy Halloween from the Editorial Team
The imposition of local lockdown restrictions in Cardiff
on 27th September 2020 made Junior Warden, Stuart
Castledine and his wife Christine, worried that they
might be unable to attend their daughter Sara’s
wedding in Wimbledon on Saturday 10th October
2020. However, they needed to worry not as the
Welsh Government had decided to legislate that
attending a solemnization of a marriage provided
a reasonable excuse for them to leave their home in
Llandaff and travel to the wedding.
Although only 13 guests could observe Sara’s
marriage to Dr Quentin Mason the joy and happiness
of the occasion was not diminished. The ceremony
was live streamed around the world via Zoom with
“guests”, some of whom had dressed up for the
occasion, coming from Australia, Canada and South
Africa as well as the UK. At a small dinner afterwards
at the Ivy Café in Richmond representatives of both
families and friends of the bride and groom celebrated
exuberantly on behalf of all present, as well as absent
friends, to make the day particularly memorable in
these strange times.

SAVE THE DATE
Talking Heads
Thursday 10th December 7.30pm: Court Assistant,
Professor John Solbé, MBE DSc Retired
Ecotoxicologist in conversation with Liveryman Noel
Hulmston Environmentalist and countryman
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WELSH LIVERY BULLETIN
SPECIAL AWARDS
SUPPLEMENT
THE BRILLIANT WLCOW SCHOOL’S AWARD
RECIPIENTS 2020

University. I have always wanted to go to Oxford and
knowing that I have secured my place is a huge relief!
It is one of the best universities in the world and I am
so excited to start my course in October.”

Thomas John The Coleg Merthyr Tudful

Jodie Neville: Coleg Y Cymoedd

Jodie gained 11 A*S at GCSE and 4 A*s at A level.
This enabled her to take up a place at St Edmund
Hall, Oxford to study Law. `Jodie is a keen debater
and presenter to large audiences and she acted as a
spokesperson for students at governors’ meetings.
She was part of the ‘more able and talented’ group at
the college and thus attended stretch and challenge
law lectures. Jodie has completed a digital literacy
course and has shadowed a barrister and attended
an employment tribunal.

Alongside volunteering on the college’s learner
assembly group and being a proactive ‘Learner
Ambassador’ for the college Thomas has been a
diligent A level student, He has always been a
Chemistry enthusiast even as a young pupil in
Cyfarthfa High School Thomas John, is shown
celebrating after achieving 3 As in Chemistry, Biology
and Computer Science. Thomas will now progress to
study Chemistry at York University.
Commenting on his results, Thomas, who has
overcome significant challenges this year, stated “I
am so happy with my results. Staff at the college go
above and beyond to help you succeed. The vast
amount of support I have received has enabled me to
develop both academically and personally.” Thomas
will be purchasing computer equipment with his
award.

Caitlin Davies Ysgol Penglais Aberystwyth

The college commented “one learner celebrating top
marks today is Jodie Neville, 18, from Treharris, who
will be heading to St Edmund Hall, College Oxford
University after achieving outstanding grades (A*, A*,
A, A) in Law, Sociology, Maths and History.” Jodie is
a gifted learner, who hopes to become a criminal
barrister. She fell in love with the prestigious
university after taking part in its residential summer
school programme last year. Jodie said: “I’m so happy
to have got the results that I needed to get to Oxford

The photos below show Caitlin working on her
‘Auschwitz project” which resulted in her being
chosen as a Holocaust Ambassador. Ambassadors
organise events with Holocaust survivors, created art
and drama and musical commemorations, and
encourage further learning and awareness amongst
their local communities.
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lauded for his achievements in his local shooting
club.”
Regi will be purchasing catering equipment for his
course with the Award money.

Muaad Eghlileb Fitzalan High School
Muaad was the head boy of Fitzalan High School
this year. He was the top performer at GCSE with an
impressi
Caitlin is a keen sportswoman and plays in football
hockey and squash league teams. She also coaches
players in her school and local teams.
Caitlin achieved her place in Bath university in
Marketing. She achieved an A* in History, A in
Mathematics, A in ICT and an A in her WBQ. She is
very excited to attend university and will make the
most of every available opportunity. Cailin will use the
WLCOW Award to pay for access to key journals
which require subscription. She has already
contacted Bath for a list of textbooks which she will
also purchase.

Regi Certeza: Ysgol y Deri Special School
This is what Regi’s teachers said about him:
“Regi’s again been a wonderful asset in the YYD
“Training Kitchen” this year. He is now so familiar with
the way we do things and skilled in so many
areas that he can work on a range tasks supporting
the coffee shop independently. Regi has grown in
confidence now in his third year with us, He is often
seen helping out and supporting learners less
experienced than himself. “

Mua Muaad Eghileb Fitzalan High School
Muaad Eghlileb Fitzalan High School

Muaad Ahmed Eghlileb - Fitzalan High School
Muaad was the head boy of Fitzalan High School this
year. He was the top performer at GCSE with an
impressive 14 A*s grades. This beats the previous
school record held by his brother Mohamed, who
went on to study medicine at Pembroke College,
Oxford. Muaad gained 4 A* at A level and is going to
his first-choice university to study medicine at Cardiff
University

“Regi, we are all so pleased that you have a place at
Nantgarw College to study Catering and to pursue
your dream.”
“Regi you are a YYD star. I’ve been so impressed by
your hard work and commitment to everything you do.
You have to be the sharpest dresser in the school.
You have a natural talent in the kitchen – who knows
maybe we’ll see you on MasterChef in the future!
Outside school, Regi is a successful sportsman,
setting his sights, quite literally, on the Paralympics in
4 years’ time as he is a successful shooting champion

Nurturing Welsh Talent Schools Award 2020
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Ysgol Calon Cymru – Kirsty Brown

Kirsty Brown came in today to receive her award from.
Lee Powell, deputy head teacher, who stepped in to
do the presentation on the behalf of WLCOW. Kirsty
was awarded a cheque towards helping her improving
her Welsh language skills whilst undertaking her
primary teaching course at Cardiff Metropolitan
University. She is very grateful and passes on her
thanks to you.

St David’s College–Jacob Dawson

Bishop Vaughan High School Swansea –
Maryam Balogun

Maryam Balogun has been attending Bishop
Vaughan School since joining us in 2013. Maryam
has always been a highly motivated and wellrespected student during her time in our secondary
school and sixth form. She was polite, hardworking,
caring, courteous, respectful, and reliable. She
showed an exceptionally mature attitude towards her
own learning and was keen to develop her knowledge
and understanding in any way that she could in her
pursuit to successfully apply to study Medicine at
Exeter University. Thus, Maryam achieved A* in
Mathematics, A* in Chemistry A* in WBQ and A in
Biology. Maryam was a very good communicator both
in written and oral form and was always willing and
keen to participate fully in whatever she threw herself
into. She worked well as a member of a team as well
as showing excellent leadership potential. It was truly
a pleasure to teach Maryam Balogun. I am convinced
that thanks to the WLCOW award, Maryam will
without doubt be able to purchase the quality
stethoscope that she will need to study Medicine in
Exeter.

" I have been offered a place to study Philosophy and
Linguistics at Brasenose College, Oxford University
starting this Autumn, following top A Level Grades.
I'm delighted to have received the Livery Company
Schools Award - the grant provided will be very useful
to me in my preparations for university, including
helping me to buy with pre-reading books and a
laptop that will be vital to my studies."
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David Williams WLCOW Engineering Travel
Award 2020

Daniel Lewis WLCOW Innovation Travel
Award 2020

David at work in his laboratory at Cardiff University
Engineering Department
During the last phase of David’s PhD he had the
opportunity to lead the design, manufacture and build
of a bespoke high-speed X-ray system at Cardiff
University. This system is the only one of its kind in
the UK and there are very few of these X-Ray
systems in the world. This imaging technique allows
the direct measurement of how the bones in different
synovial joints (i.e. knee, ankle, hip) move relative to
each other. It can be carried out while volunteers are
performing different activities such as walking,
climbing stairs etc. This information is invaluable as it
can help understand what is happening when there is
some sort of trauma or disease such as osteoarthritis.
In addition, it can help us understand the effect of
different surgical and non-surgical treatments and
how these influence the synovial joints and whether
they are working as intended. This helps assess the
efficacy of these treatments and potentially providing
information to help improve them in the future. It is
world class work
This Award will fund a research visit to Queen’s
University in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. They have a
world leading biomechanics facility and have a similar
X-Ray system to David’s During the visit he will be
working on two projects:
1. Developing a protocol to be performed at Queens
University and Cardiff University for cross-site Highspeed X-ray validation.
2. Validating a novel marker-less in-vivo kinematic
techniques on gold standard in-vitro data to
determine the accuracy of calculating knee
kinematics using High-speed X-ray and MRI scan

Professor Brian Morgan described Daniel Lewis as a
highly
recommended
’top
student’
on
the 20TwentyManagement & Leadership Course at
Cardiff Met.
Daniel is a very thoughtful, confident young man and
we very much enjoyed an excellent ZOOM discussion
at his interview.
Daniel completed an Architecture 1st Degree at Bath
and then gained a Master’s there. He has completed
the 20Twenty Management & Leadership PGCert
at Cardiff Met. Daniel is a highly qualified architect
and has
excellent
Architectural
Professional
Qualifications. Daniel has worked in Wales post
Masters.
He
currently
works
in
Cardiff
at Rio Architects and is part of the team working on
huge Cardiff Bay Regeneration Project
Daniel Will use his Innovation Travel Award to visit the
Venice Architecture Biennale whose theme is “How
will we live together?” He feels that most Architects
don’t have the exposure to innovation that this visit to
would give him. It would be a huge career benefit.and
he hopes to share a video of his visit with colleagues
and with the WLCOW website
Daniel explained his belief that Architecture more
about ‘place’ it should be 'holistic’ The
visit would allow exploration of this concept. He also
believes that Wales can do more to utilise historic
building stock assets and again good practice will be
explored on the visit.
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